Curating Collections for the Sora App

Advantage curation for K-12 Schools
Purpose
What is curation?
Demonstration

Community Reads: Own Voices and Diversity

Over 50 books >

Popular titles in the Curriculum

Over 420 books >
Advantage curation

Customize Advantage collections

Sora currently displays the same collections as your consortium.

When you select Yes:
- You’ll be able to edit, rearrange, or delete drafts.
- You’ll be able to create new collections.
- Any curated collection from your consortium will appear.
- Any automated collection from your consortium will appear.
- You won’t receive new collections created by your consortium.

When you select No:
- You won’t receive new collections created by your consortium.
- Any curated collection from your consortium will appear.
- Any automated collection from your consortium will appear.

2020 ALA Youth Media Awards and Honors (Curated - 133)
Currently published to: Sora - Explore

Community Reads: Own Voices and Diversity (Curated - 56)
Currently published to: Sora - Explore

Popular Titles in the Curriculum (Curated - 42)
Currently published to: Sora - Explore
You’ve turned on Advantage curation...

Customize Advantage collections

Your Advantage account is currently maintaining its own collections in Sora. This means that if your consortium adds a new collection to Sora, it won’t be added for your end-users.

Maintaining curated collections

- To edit a curated collection from your consortium, you’ll need to delete it, then edit the draft of it saved under "Draft collections."
- Once you delete a curated collection from your consortium (to create a draft and edit it), it won’t be updated when your consortium changes it.
- Any curated collection from your consortium that isn’t deleted or edited will be updated whenever they make changes.

Maintaining automated collections

- You can edit automated collections from your consortium without deleting them first.
- Automated collections from your consortium aren't being updated when your consortium changes them.

To automatically display the same collections as your consortium instead, change this setting to No.

When you select No
You’ve turned on Advantage curation...

You should see your name, your school name, and your shared collection name.
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You’ve turned on Advantage curation...
Resources & Next Steps

Learn more
Visit resources.overdrive.com.
• Register for our next live webinar.
• View our on-demand how-to videos.

Explore these articles on curation.
Visit help.overdrive.com.

Contact us
Contact your Account Manager.
Email training@overdrive.com.
Follow us on social media.

Join our email list today!